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This year of transitions tested and proved
our agility.
We found ourselves in the fall with the
highest ratio of new to established students
that we’d tried to build culture with yet. Our
director and administrator, Tomis Parker,
attempted to do most of his work remotely,
having moved over the summer to Charlotte,
NC. We partnered with Sara Casey-Taleff to
provide a program option for younger
students, and we also experimented with
hiring Eric Bear as a contractor to run our
admissions program. We had grown in ways
that created more management work right as
our East Harlem staff shrunk to those also
trying to care for students full-time: Ryan
Shollenberger and Abby Oulton.
By spring it was clear that these challenges
were all growing pains. Not only had the kids
settled in, but they continued increasing the
ambitiousness of their projects and trips.
Tomis ran a sold-out event with Dr. Peter
Gray as a fundraiser. Parents began stepping
up to support each other more, formally and
informally, and we celebrated our first formal
ALC graduate in May. At the final assembly of
the year, the search for Tomis’ replacement
concluded with the nomination and
confirmation of Ryan and Abby as
co-directors. They celebrated by hosting the
first Facilitator Training outside Charlotte, NC.
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Galactic Nemesis arcade game
exhibited at NYC Maker Faire
Staff adoption of Slack as official
communication platform
Beta year partnering with Sara
Casey-Taleff to run a city-as-school
program for younger students
Second year of popular offerings in
cooking, partner-acrobatics, and
Japanese with Nancy Hooper, Yoni
Kallai, and Yasushi respectively
Start of relationship with local
rock-climbing gym Steep Rock, as
well as weekly climbing offering
Ran inter-ALC Psychology offering
Significant strides towards gender
balance among student population
Sold out Peter Gray event planned
and run by Tomis Parker at Spotify
Convened Visioning Working Group to
discuss trajectories as we grow
First test of new Graduation Process
Started student-initiated redesigning
of Change-Up meeting
First ALC Facilitator Training program
outside the annual Charlotte, NC
network training positively received
Successful school trips to Philadelphia
and Puerto Rico led by staff
Transition of leadership to Ryan
Shollenberger and Abby Oulton

Community Notes
While staff were shuffling roles and processes this year, there were also significant changes
among the student and parent communities.
Our student community continued growing in size, diversity, and coherence.

Student accomplishments this year ranged from writing and regulating emotions with more
confidence to presenting the products of sustained practice in acro, game design, Japanese,
and business planning. They ran meetings, changed schooling structures, then hosted a wide
range of visitors with confidence and grace.
Meanwhile, our parent community grew along with our student community, and we began to
see a shift in parent engagement. While parents during the first years of the school were
engaged as Assembly Members scrambling to build and maintain the school, this year
marked a distinct shift. Rather than discussing how to ensure the existence of the school,
parents began focusing instead on supporting each other, stabilizing school finances, and
creating a vision for local expansion. They hosted support calls, wrote blog posts, and
co-hosted events.
A Note Regarding Graduation
During the transition year from Manhattan Free School to Agile Learning Center, we
graduated five students who were wrapping up their Free School careers. In the spring of
2015, having officially amended our charter and built a new community, we began meeting to
discuss what a graduation process for an ALC student might look like.
We decided to adapt the NYU Gallatin Colloquium to suit our needs. While keeping the
months of preparation, the student selection of panel members, and the conversation format,
we opted to replace the booklist requirement with a portfolio request. We also added an
explicit focus on naming and preparing for the student’s next step. Our first test went fairly
well. We took notes to fine-tune it, and are excited to see how it changes--and how our
graduates change the world--in the future.

People Profiles

Mission

Staff
Tomis Parker, director and administrator
Ryan Shollenberger, facilitator
Abby Oulton, facilitator
Sara Casey-Taleff, Cottonwood coordinator

New York City’s first Agile Learning Center
is an independent school for self-directed
learners. Students at Agile Learning Center
individualize their learning within the context
of a supportive community. We have
adapted simple tools for self-organization
and intentional culture creation to better
support young people in engaging with their
passions and curiosities while shaping the
environment of the school.

Regular Guest Teachers
● Nancy Hooper, offering cooking
● Yoni Kallai, offering partner acrobatics
● Yasushi Tamaki, offering Japanese
language
● William Schmidt, offering theater
● Alexander Khost, offering woodworking
● Alexandra Patz, offering drawing and
math

Address
115 E. 106 St.
Second Floor
New York, NY
10029
nycagile.org

Financial Information
After starting the year with a projected deficit, by December we were projecting a $3-$5k
surplus for the year. Between fundraising efforts and generous donations from our parent
community, we were able to weather enrollment fluctuations and some surprise
building-related expenses relatively smoothly. Consistent with our projections, we ended the
year with a surplus, which we added to our savings account. For the 2016-2017 year, staff
opted to receive health insurance instead of a raise. With late spring enrollments, we are
anticipating starting next year in the black and growing from there.

“[My daughter’s] focus and concentration are improving. Her mood is lighter. She is willing to
take a risk and not worry about failing.” -Lem

“Do I miss anything from my old school? I guess I miss being excited for snow days.” -Hannah

Network
One of the distinctions that sets our Agile Learning Center apart from other public and private
schools is that we are in active collaboration with other ALC communities around the world.
Our facilitators are a part of a community of Agile Learning Facilitators or (ALFs) who work
together to share best practices, support each other, and evolve our ALC model.
The ALC Network continued growing this year, spreading internationally thanks in part to the
website and the work put into creating a manual--referred to as the “Starter Kit”--for those
interested in creating their own learning centers based on our model. Alex Aldarondo made
sure that the Network website got translated into Spanish, and the format of the Charlotte, NC
summer training was adapted to support a broader array of participant intentions.
More information is available at agilelearningcenters.org, including a live map of our network.
Network Work in NYC
Recognizing that a training in North Carolina was unlikely to help them find NYC-established
staff, Ryan and Abby decided to plan and run the first summer facilitator training program
outside of Charlotte, NC. They planned a two week program broken into parts: a three day
introduction, two days of deeper exploration of concepts, and a week of immersion with kids.
The program was well attended and enthusiastically received. Participants varied from current
ALC parents to local researchers to staff from a start-up in Atlanta, GA. At the end of the
program, participants gave feedback to help improve the program further. ALC-NYC staff plan
to make this program an annual offering.
Intentions Looking Forward
In this year of discussions among staff, parents, and young people, we’ve celebrated the
opportunities that change brings us. As we aim to stay agile, we also aim to stay intentional.
We intend to continue providing a vibrant, supportive, and co-creative environment for our
students. We intend to grow the school community in ways that increase accessibility without
compromising sustainability. Further, we intend to increase our collaboration with other Agile
Learning Centers and with local organizations, to share what we have been learning while
giving our students more opportunities to connect with the world around them.

